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WarrantySpecification

Multifunction amplifier 
(Recording / Portable speaker)

Technical data SB-020

RMS 10W

Max 20W

Battery Lithium (7.4v 1000mAh) 

Frequency Range 50-17KHz

S/N >80db, 

Dimensions (WxDxH) 80 x 31.5 x 106mm

Charging Input 1 00V-250V, 50Hz-60Hz, 

Charging Output 9V, 1000mA, 

Use Time 8 hours

Standby Time 20 hours, 

Recharging Time 3-4 hours

Weight 210g

© Copyright by RCS AUDIO-SYSTEMS GmbH. 
Publication and duplication of the contained data only allowed with our strict permission.

Hardware and Software specifications subject to change 
without notice.

•  Our products are manufactured under strict quality 
control and inspection process.

•  Please contact your original dealer or our service 
center to claim service of a defect arises under the 
normal use and within warranty period.

•  The repairing or replacement charge will apply to 
the service, when claim received by RCS AUDIO-
SYSTEMS is not within warranty period, and damage 
is not caused by defects in material and workmanship.

•  The end user holding the valid warranty card can only 
request the service in the country where product is 
purchased.
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Functions FunctionsIntroducion

What’s in the box?

This product is a power amplifier and speaker in a 
portable multi-functional voice amplifier for on-site 
training, small karaoke, meetings, and more. 

With the built-in high-capacity lithium battery, the audio 
input can be used to connect computers, MP3, MP4, 
mobile phones and other audio devices.

SB-020

Stereo cable

Waist belt

Neckworn Mic

Manual

DC Charger

Notice
When you use the microphone, the front of the microphone 
to your lips is the best position. Otherwise, the efficiency 
of the microphone and the audibility of the speech will be 
reduced.

By power on, a green light is switched on. The red light 
blinks slowly when the battery power is low. During char-
ging, the red light will always flash. Green light blinks when 
the battery is fully charged.

Use the device with the battery, the charging time should 
be kept between 4-6 hours. If you charge for a long time 
or charge too little, it may affect the life of the batteries and 
the device. Also, a very long storage may cause the battery 
to lose its energy.

How to use the tone button 
Turn right: clear and high vocal tone 
Turn left: Thick and rich vocal tone 
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◊   Connect it with other  
audio devices or PC

◊   Please use the DC charger included. 
Other chargers should be used with 
caution.


